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Instructions to

1) AA carry equal marks.

2) a?e eornpulsory.

Qi) Answq*.-{he following questions: (any
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e) What are the

in R.

a good business analyst?

a) What are keywords/reserved

b) What is the use of help (

c) Explain install packages

d) List the features of R

)

0 Define descriptive

s) Define built in func.tions in R.

Q2) Answer the following: (any 2)

a) What are arithmetic operators in R. Ela
operators with example.

b) Explain the importance of data in
between data, information and

c) List the data structures in R. Explain
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veCtors in detail with example.
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Q3) Answer the following: (any one) IlOI

a) What are data frames in R? What are the characteristics of a data frame?
How to create adata frame. Disiuss with an example how str ( ) function
and sunrmary ( ) lunction c?rr'De applied on data frame?

b) Explain the

i) sqrt ( )

ii)

fuirctions with example:
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Q4) Answei the following: (any one) l10l

in health care industry

the need and importance of data
th R code how to visualize data

a) Discuss the applications of
and retail.

b) What is data
visualization? Write
using line plot and

required to read and write

1) XLSX file

ii) My Sql data base

b) Discuss the importance of loops in R.
with examples.
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Q5l Answer the following: (an5fte)
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a) How to read and wt*e a CSV file and
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and while loops


